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Equities: Stocks are flat to slightly higher this morning on the
continent, after varied results from Asia overnight. Manufacturing PMIs
were mixed for Europe this morning, but still expansionary, China's
manufacturing sector contracted for the third consecutive month in
May.
European equity indices continue to fare better year-to-date so far in
2022, even despite an ongoing war in part of the region. This is mostly
down to the sectoral make-up of each of these indices, with Europe
generally having higher weightings in the likes of industrials, energy, and
consumer goods.
US equities look set to start the month on a positive footing later today,
as futures in the region push slightly higher this morning and the VIX is
at $26.32 as we write.

Safe-havens: Metals such as gold, silver, and copper are on the back foot
today, each down between 0.5% and 1.0% as the dollar and Treasury yields
advance. Gold, which of course does not yield any interest for investors,
usually suffers when real bond yields rise and benefits when they decrease.
Bond yields across the board increased on Tuesday after the Eurozone CPI
for May jumped to 8.1%, ahead of  expectations for 7.8%. This higher inflation
figure increased traders' fears over a hawkish ECB in the second half of 2022.
Treasury yields also moved higher as the US returned after a long weekend.

Looking ahead: After the release of some Manufacturing PMI readings from
European nations this morning, we are due to hear from the Bank of Canada
this afternoon - expected to raise their main interest rate from 1.00% to
1.50%. ECB President Lagarde will also speak around midday today.
Thursday has the potential to be a quieter trading session across Europe, Italy
and the UK will have bank holidays, with the UK's covering Friday also.
Between tomorrow and Friday we will see two sets of jobs data out of the US,
the more important of the two due on Friday at 1:30pm Irish time. This 'Non-
Farm Payrolls' result is forecast at +325k jobs, with an Unemployment Rate of
3.5%.

Currencies: USD has edged higher yesterday and into this morning,
the Dollar index is currently up 0.25% on Wednesday to 102.00. This
small move, which has been helped by higher Treasury yields as focus
once again turns to soaring inflation, comes after a two-week pullback
for the greenback.

After what has been a bounce in prices over the last week for stock markets
across the globe, Citigroup have expressed an opinion that the worst is
behind investors, at least for now. "Over the near term, our high level
takeaway is that the equity markets have reached a peak bearishness related
to Fed expectations and recession risk" said Citi strategist Scott Chronert in a
note to clients, "From here, we suspect that volatility will move more down
the single stock path. With the Q2 reporting period approaching, we expect
to see more evidence of this."
Citi pointed to factors such as market sentiment hitting extreme pessimism,
with asset manager net length at multi-year lows. "This group appears to
have taken profits on shorts in recent weeks. Retail speculation has
declined..... high risk speculation is working its way out of markets" it went on
to add.
Goldman Sachs, who have earlier this year stated that there was a 35%
chance of a recession within two years, has reiterated that a recession is not
inevitable despite what equity markets are indicating. "While our growth
forecast has long been below consensus, we believe fears of declining
economic activity this year will prove overblown unless new negative shocks
materialize" said the bank's chief economist Jan Hatzius.
"Despite the market narrative of declining business activity and sharply lower
management confidence", he added, "the activity measures of the surveys
available for April and May indicate a deceleration rather than a collapse".

Investment Bank Commentary

Irish Manufacturing
AIB's Irish Manufacturing PMI results for the month of May have been
released this morning, coming in at 56.4 and at a 15-month low. We must
point out however that the reading had been at quite an elevated level over
the past year or so, and is still above the important 50.0 mark and therefore
is still in expansionary territory. The country's PMI has also come in ahead of
the flash Eurozone and UK results, at 54.4 and 54.6.
"In terms of the 12-month outlook, while sentiment remains positive, it was at
its lowest level since end 2020, amid concerns around rapidly rising inflation
and the war in Ukraine. In this regard, input prices rose at their second-
fastest pace on record, with marked increases in raw materials, energy and
fuel costs. Faced with surging input prices, manufacturers raised their own
prices by a survey-record degree for a third consecutive month".

31/05/2022 - US Consumer Confidence
01/06/2022 - ECB's Lagarde speaks
01/06/2022 - BOC Rate Decision
03/06/2022 - US Non-Farm Payrolls
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